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ABSTRACT
Measuring student engagement has emerged as a significant factor in the process of learning
and a good indicator of the knowledge retention capacity of the student. As synchronous
online classes have become more prevalent in recent years, gauging a student’s attention
level is more critical in validating the progress of every student in an online classroom en-
vironment. This paper details the study on profiling the student attentiveness to different
gradients of engagement level using multiple machine learning models. Results from the
high accuracy model and the confidence score obtained from the cloud-based computer vi-
sion platform - Amazon Rekognition were then used to statistically validate any correlation
between student attentiveness and emotions. This statistical analysis helps to identify the
significant emotions that are essential in gauging various engagement levels. This study
identified emotions like calm, happy, surprised, and fear are critical in gauging the stu-
dent’s attention level. These findings help in the earlier detection of students with lower
attention levels, consequently helping the instructors focus their support and guidance on
the students in need, leading to a better online learning environment.
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This chapter will cover the purpose of the research conducted for this thesis. It will
concisely describe the research history and significance of the field and explain the growing
importance of this study. It will also familiarize the focus of the problem and the contribu-
tions of this research.
1.1 MOTIVATION
Emotions are of great significance in education in all aspects of human life. It is
universally acknowledged that emotions do exist and are evaluated. In the modern educa-
tion system, student engagement is an important concept, and how much information the
student receives is equally important in learning.
The development of advanced teaching techniques coupled with increased computing
power has explored and resolved many research problems related to student engagement
in the traditional classroom environment and obtained positive results. A typical in-person
classroom model helps students expand their focus, refine their critical thinking, and rein-
force their significant learning experience; despite these benefits, current world events have
forced the students to adapt to the online classroom model.
Consequently, the research dimension has also progressed towards the problems and
challenges faced by the students during the synchronous online classes. Online learning
gradually gained its relevance in recent years and has become a mandatory method of unin-
terrupted learning during any crisis. Knowing the students’ attentiveness level in the online
classroom environment is crucial for designing an adaptive learning system. Emotions and
facial expressions are substantial cues used by the instructors to identify a student’s atten-
tion level, but this is not possible when the learning happens in a digital environment.
As online learning and synchronous online classes have become a way of education in
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recent days due to the COVID-19 pandemic, recognizing students’ attention level with the
system they are interacting with can alter how any instructor interacts with their students.
Identifying student attention levels will lead to a better understanding of their engagement
with the system and pave the way for adjusting teaching strategies. Also, it helps in iden-
tifying and categorizing the students based on their attention level. The success of online
classes hinges on the outcomes of student’s knowledge and results related to their engage-
ment.
Other research in this area focuses on detecting the student’s different emotions (happy,
sad, angry, confused, disgusted, surprised, calm, neutral) during lectures, labs, and research
conducted in classes. Most of the recent research in this domain was primarily focused on
measuring just the student’s emotional state. Such studies are limited in their usefulness for
the instructors due to the absence of any correlation model between student’s engagement
level in class and their emotional state.
Hence, in order to keep it less complicated for the instructors, research was carried out
to learn whether a student is attentive or not during class (binary classification on attentive-
ness). As it’s always helpful to know about students being either attentive or inattentive,
but most often, students aren’t at these disparate ranges. Practically, a student can be par-
tially attentive too during lectures. Hence a student’s attentiveness level may not possibly
be constrained as either 0 or 1 at all the time.
As there are various levels of attentiveness, the instructor may support the students in
different ways based on each level. For example, a highly attentive student may not require
any additional resources, a less attentive student may require minimal support from the
instructor for learning. In contrast, the disengaged set of students may require more help
and guidance to improve their learning process.
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1.2 CONTRIBUTION
In this thesis, we expanded the research to determine if there are multiple categories to
classify student engagement, thereby using a multi-level classification of student attentive-
ness level (attentive, partially attentive, inattentive) in an online classroom environment.
The advantage of this method is that it helps instructors identify the inattentive students
and students who are partially attentive at an early stage and provide the required guidance
leading to a better online learning environment.
We proposed a system architecture using a combination of multiple machine learn-
ing techniques and leveraging a cloud-based computer vision service. Machine learning
techniques are used to establish the prediction model for a different level of student’s at-
tentiveness. Cloud-based computer vision service is used to establish different emotional
states of the students. A statistical model is then developed to correlate the emotional states
with the student’s attentiveness level.
The first outcome is the results obtained from the two popular machine learning mod-
els – Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Extreme Gradient Boost (XGB). These
models were used for recognizing student engagement based on their facial expressions.
Of both models, the highest average accuracy of 91.4% was achieved by CNN, indicating
that it is certainly possible to generate a predictive model for different student engagement
levels through information obtained from a recorded video.
The second outcome is from an experimental procedure that includes a composite
model that performs equally well compared to the performance of the XGB technique.
This method was used to observe how well machine learning techniques performed with
well-optimized features rather than regular inputs.
The final outcome discusses the significance between emotion analysis and the pre-
dictive model of student attention levels in an online class setting by performing regression
analysis.
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The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the literature review
performed. Chapter 3 details the methodology of the thesis work. Chapter 4 focuses on the
results obtained. Chapter 5 summarizes and concludes the thesis. Chapter 6 highlights the




Most of the research associated with measuring student attentiveness uses numerous
possibilities at various environmental setups. Generally, the experimental study of gauging
various engagement levels was conducted from a traditional classroom environment to an
independent learning setting. Here we will discuss some of the researches performed in
multiple domains.
In classroom setup, monitoring the student learning process and providing feedback
to the teachers is the recent advancement in automated learning analytics. This concept of
real-time feedback is made possible by using kinetic data obtained from Kinect One sensor
device to build the feature set. This study compared seven different classifiers to predict
student attention over time and their average attention levels (Janez Zaletelj et al. 2017).
A model was presented to detect student emotions from student interaction with a
cognitive tutor for mathematics. Cognitive tutors were designed to operate based on the
student’s action within the user interface. Log data was collected from the software, and
observations were conducted in the school’s computer laboratory. The classification al-
gorithms like decision tree, step regression, naı̈ve bayes were used to analyze the data
collected. The detectors validated on re-sampled data achieved an accuracy of 19% more
than the established base rate (Ryan SJ et al. 2012).
A research study was conducted to improve student’s involvement in E-learning plat-
forms by using their facial features to extract mood patterns. The study helps to assess
and identify lapses in sustained attention by a student in an E-learning session. Analyzing
the moods based on the emotional states of a student during an online lecture provided re-
sults that could readily be used to improve the efficacy of the content delivery mechanism
within the E-learning platform. The study investigates whether facial expressions are the
most critical means of nonverbal expression and list the most common facial features that
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describe a student’s involvement in a lecture. A neural network approach was used to train
the models like the radial-based Neural Network (NN) model, Hidden Markov Model, and
Support Vector Machine (SVM). The result shows a high correlation with the feedback and
a success rate of over 70% in assessing the student’s mood (Abdulkareem Al-Alwani et al.
2016).
In the early years, researchers organized a relationship between visual attention and
saccadic eye movement (Deubel and Schneider 1996), where they used the Viola-Jones
algorithm to detect facial images (Dingus, Hardee, and Wierwille 1987). Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) was availed to classify the actions of eye movements. These classic
concepts were utilized as base ideas in building various machine learning techniques.
Video Tutoring System with automated Facial Expression Recognition (VTSFER)
was developed to determine the performance level of the students. This research stud-
ied the effect of facial expression algorithms by testing two groups of students taking the
same computer programing course. One group of students were subjected to video tutoring
with VTSFER software, and the rest were subjected to traditional video tutoring without
any facial expression recognition software. VTSFER software analyzed the students’ fa-
cial patterns and suggested students with negative emotions to re-watch the video. The
approach using VTSFER software achieved an increased average performance rating of
72.2% compared to the traditional video tutoring method ( Christopher John R. Llanda
2019).
The research from the above study was expanded from the learning domain to the gen-
eral public domain. A deep learning-based system was presented for monitoring customer
behavior, specifically for the detection of their interest. For those customers whose heads
were directed towards the advertisement or the product of their interest, the system further
evaluates their facial expressions and reports the customer’s interest. A webcam was used
for head pose estimation and facial expression recognition. A multi-task 3-cascade CNN
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model was used for the system. This system achieved 99.90% accuracy for head pose
estimation and 94.61% accuracy for facial expression recognition (Gozde Yolcu 2019).
When analyzing emotions, it is not always essential to use machine learning concepts
for evaluation. We can also experiment with various associated software related to it. A
study was conducted to evaluate the synchronization of three emotional evaluation meth-
ods (automatic facial expression recognition, self-report, electrodermal activity) and their
convergence regarding learner’s emotions. FaceReader 5.0 was used to collect the learner’s
physiological arousal data using Affectiva’s Q-Sensor 2.0 electrodermal activity measure-
ment bracelet. The outcomes defined a high-level agreement between the self-report and
facial recognition modalities by up to 75.6% and a low level of concurrence between elec-
trodermal activation and other modalities (Jason M. Harley 2015).
The acceptance and cultural differences in facial expression of emotions fall into seven
categories: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust, according to Ekman et al.
(1987). The authors proposed the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which encrypts
facial expressions in terms of atomic facial actions called Action Units (AUs). AUs can
be measured by identifying the affective states and emotions. Ekman’s work encouraged
many researchers to develop automated multi-facial emotion recognition approaches. In a
study conducted by Grafsgaard et al. (2013), it was recognized that AU2 was negatively
correlated with the learning gain factor, whereas AU4 was positively correlated with frus-
tration emotion. AU14 was positively correlated with both frustration and learning gain.
Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT) has been used in numerous research
studies for engagement recognition in the learning environment. CERT gives confidence
values for facial AUs from a wide range of FACS which authorizes fine-tuned analyses for
gathering affective states of learners using facial expression analysis. The authors further
expanded their research by studying facial movements consisting of raising eyebrows, low-
ering eyebrows, tightening the eyelid, and dimples in the mouth during video tutoring using
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CERT. In this study, upper facial movements were used for predicting the facial expression
for engagement, frustration, and learning. Dimples in the mouth were found to be a posi-
tive predictor of learning and self-reported performance. The authors confirmed the usage
of intensity and frequency of facial expressions to identify the engagement outcomes from
a tutoring software system.
A hybrid information system was proposed by Uğur Ayvaz et al. in 2017 for visual
and interactive learning systems. It detects the emotional state of learners and gives feed-
back to an educator based on facial expression. It helps an educator be aware of the general
emotional state of the students in the virtual classroom system. It used classification algo-
rithms, including random forest and regression trees, which were applied to learn the emo-
tional states of the learners. Skype was used as the preferred test platform to evaluate the
learner’s emotion within the virtual classroom. The best accuracy rates were obtained by
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm with 96.38% and the SVM algorithm with 97.15%.
A similar study conducted by Mohammed Megahed and Ammar Mohammed in 2020
presented a composite intelligent technique that integrates a deep learning network and
fuzzy technique. A loosely coupled integration was adopted to build the CNN framework.
CNN was used to detect the learner’s facial expression, and the fuzzy technique was used
to detect the advanced learning level based on extracted facial expression states from CNN.
Online video was streamed during the test and exam session. CNN was used to model, ana-
lyze and classify learner’s facial expressions that reflect their emotional states, whereas the
fuzzy part is responsible for handling uncertainty from the learning environment. Based
on the CNN findings, the outcome of this analysis provides answers to the validity ra-
tio, elapsed test time, and current learning level. The results from this system helped the
decision-makers (for example, teachers/lecturers) with graphs explaining the learning flows
and emotional states of participants in the learning activity.
Developing an intelligent tutoring system is also another avenue that is commonly
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pursued. Turgay Celik et al. in 2017, developed the Witwatersrand Intelligent Teaching
System (WITS) that aims to assist lecturers with real-time feedback regarding student af-
fect. Student engagement is labeled based on their behavior and postures in the classroom.
A database was constructed using a Histogram of Oriented Gradient features in conjunction
with Support Vector Machine (HOG SVM). A classifier was built to recognize these prox-
ies over the dataset. AlexNet algorithm was developed using CNN architecture to predict
student interest levels based on data collected in the classroom. This algorithm performed
exceptionally well on benchmark databases. Also, a Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) - enabled GPU hardware was used to outperform the parallel CPU implementa-
tion of HOG feature extraction and SVM classification with the library for Support Vec-
tor Machines (libSVM). Cross-validation on a random subset of frames and cross-subject
validation was performed to evaluate the outcomes. Both experiments showed CNN ar-
chitecture significantly outperforms an SVM trained on HOG SVM features in terms of
actual accuracy on the data set and generalization capabilities. Similarly, Khelfallah et al.
in 2015, proposed an intelligent tutoring system called Remote Laboratory, which allowed
learners from anywhere to access the internet and conduct computational experiments with
real laboratory equipment. The attention levels of the learners were examined with respect
to their emotions like frustration and serenity using 70 small classifiers.
Features extracted from the facial recognition system with two-dimensional and three-
dimensional data were combined with different observational cues to detect students’ at-
tention levels. Frank et al. in 2016 proposed a framework for attention recognition which
includes facial expression, speech, body postures, and motion using different dimensional
sensors. An SVM classifier was used to detect various engagement levels such as disen-
gagement, relaxed engagement, involved engagement, intention to act, action, and involved
action. This methodology was applied during public gatherings like meetings to detect the
participants’ engagement levels.
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Research studies incorporating spatial and temporal information into different deep
networks have come to the fore in recent years. A multi-channel deep spatial-temporal
feature fusion neural network (MDSTFN) was proposed by Huan.Y Du et al. in 2017. The
temporal information explains the optical flow from the peak expression facial image and
the neutral facial image. In contrast, spatial information describes the gray-level image of
an emotional face.
Similar to previous research, Zhang et al. in 2020 developed a framework that com-
bines double-channel Weighted Mixture Deep Convolution Neural Networks (WMDCNN)
and double-channel Weighted Mixture Deep Convolution Neural Networks with Long Short-
Term Memory Network (WMCNN-LSTM) on image sequences. WMDCNN network
identifies facial emotion and provides static image features for the WMCNN-LSTM net-
work. Later, those static image features are used to gain the image sequences’ temporal
features to precisely recognize the facial expression. The authors also proposed a deep
spatial-temporal network as their expanded study. It is a methodology that merges a tem-
poral network for modeling dynamic evolution called Part-based Hierarchical Bidirectional






The dataset1 contains 9068 video snippets captured “in the wild” from 112 users us-
ing an HD webcam setup for recognizing user affective states, which are raw crowd anno-
tated and associated with a standard annotation built using an expert team of psychologists.
Based on the research made by Jacob Whitehill et al. in 2014, each video was 10 sec-
onds long as this duration provided adequate information for the labeling action. Each of
the subjects was presented with two different 20 minutes length videos to simulate an E-
learning environment. One of the videos was educational, and the other was recreational
to capture a focused and relaxed setting. It allows capturing the natural transitions in user
attention levels. The students enrolled in this study were between the age group of 18 to 30
years.
As it was structured as an E-learning environment, the videos were captured at various
locations like dorm rooms, crowded lab space, and library with various illumination levels
(light, dark and neutral). The video dataset was labeled with different affective states like
boredom, confusion, engagement, and frustration. Each affect was further categorized into
four labels: very low, low, high, and very high.
3.1.1 DATA PRE-PROCESSING
Our research experiment’s initial step was to build the dataset with student images
captured in their E-learning environment. Image frames were extracted from the video
files. As the videos were captured at different locations with varying illumination levels,
1. A. Gupta et al., “DAISEE: Dataset for Affective States in E-Learning Environments,” ArXiv
abs/1609.01885 (2016).
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there were challenges setting up the image dataset. The challenges included dark image
frames, the student is not within critical proximity of the webcam, and students not within
the image frame due to external distractions. Hence, we focused on gathering the data by
centralizing and cropping the facial parts at equal pixel size for each frame.
We obtained the facial images using an object detection approach called Haar Cascade
Classifier proposed by Paul Viola and Michael Jones (2001) in their research paper. It is a
cascade function built using OpenCV as .xml files and trained with many positive images
(with face) and negative images (without face). This pre-trained function was then used
to detect the object in new images. This function also contained the ability to identify
full-body posture, lower-body posture, eye movement, and frontal face.
For our thesis, the file “haarcascade frontalface default” was used to detect an in-
dividual’s face and “haarcascade profileface” was used to detect image frames with the
side profile of the individual. The images were resized to 200*200 pixels, later converted
to grayscale, and resized when needed to increase the possibility of prediction accuracy.
These normalized images were then converted to flatten array for training different ma-
chine learning models. The image dataset was labeled using different engagement levels.
This dataset is later shuffled and split to be used for training and validating different ma-
chine learning models to be discussed later.
3.1.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION AND LABELING
In order to label the images correctly based on their attentiveness, the extracted fa-
cial features for each engagement level should be significant and carefully considered for
labeling. There are two scenarios to be considered for labeling the images.
As discussed in Section 3.1, for the first scenario, the video files were recognized
based on their affects and given a range of 0 to 3 (very low to very high). Among those,
the images from video files with engagement affect at level-3 with other effects at level-0
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are labeled as “Attentive.” Similarly, the images from video files with engagement affect
at level-2 with other effects at level-0 are labeled “Partially attentive.” Finally, the images
from video files with engagement affect at level-0 and level-1 are labeled “Inattentive.”
Table 3.1: Indicators used for multiple engagement levels
As given in Table 3.1, the video files with diverse affective states are considered for
the second scenario. Here, the images are labeled based on the carefully considered in-
dicators from facial and behavioral attributes proposed by Lane and Harris in 2015. The
authors’ guidelines designed for engagement level classification were modified by adding
features of the facial expression, hand gestures, and body postures based on the visual
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cues observed from the video files for the above-stated scenario. Still, the attention levels
definition remained the same.
The labels are mutually exclusive for our classification problem, where each sample
belongs to only one class. Therefore, sparse categorical cross-entropy was used to label
the images in the neural network. It reduced the execution time and saved memory space
while training the machine learning model. For example, the images will be labeled with
numeric values [1] or [2] or [3] instead of [1,0,0] or [0,1,0] or [0,0,1] as in one-hot encoding
respectively.
3.1.3 SPLITTING THE DATASET
The dataset consists of 2800 preprocessed images with a dimension of 200*200 pixels.
The dataset was shuffled and split into 3 phases: training, testing, and validation sets with
a ratio of 70:20:10, respectively. Here the training dataset is used to fit different models
using the weights determined by the accuracy and loss function of the prediction algorithm.
A validation set was used to avoid overfitting the network and fine-tune the model’s
hyperparameters. The model occasionally encounters the trained data values, but it does not
adjust its weights. Instead, it helps to condition a stopping point for the back-propagation
algorithm. A test dataset was used to evaluate the efficiency of the trained model. The
accuracy of each model on the test data provides an unbiased estimate of the model’s per-
formance on unlabeled images and confirms the network’s predictive power.
The images were distributed into training, testing, and validation set as per the data
split ratio shown in Table 3.2. It is vital to create a balanced dataset and distribute it equally;
otherwise, the imbalanced dataset is quite challenging for the machine learning models.
We may have to use algorithmic-level approaches to overcome data imbalances to fix the
misclassification caused between multiple classes.
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Total Train set Test set Validation set
Inattentive 924 627 185 91
Partially attentive 943 668 188 95
Attentive 937 665 187 94
Total 2800 1960 560 280
Table 3.2: Dataset distribution
3.2 FLOW CHART OF THE ARCHITECTURE
This chapter covers the fundamental architecture of the research flow and the details
related to the experiments carried out for this research. Figure 3.1 shows the complete
flow diagram of the proposed methodology for the student engagement analysis, including
dataset creation, the proposal of models, and statistical analysis. The details of each phase
are discussed below.
Each phase occurs sequentially as the subsequent step requires the outcome from the
previous step. The preprocessed and labeled data gathered from the data collection phase
is passed to the machine learning module and cloud-based computer vision platform called
Amazon Rekognition. The machine learning module consists of three models — a deep NN
“Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)”, XGBoost classifier, and a hybrid model, which
is a fusion of CNN and XGB model. The machine learning models’ outcome gives the test
accuracy and predicts the engagement level of the test data. Meanwhile, the confidence
score for eight standard emotions was obtained for every test image using the Amazon
Rekognition.
The results from the above two phases were used to evaluate the relationship between
the emotion states and the student’s attentiveness. A statistical analysis called Multinomial
Logistic Regression Analysis (MLR) was used to answer this research question. MLR
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provides insight into the statistical correlation between various emotion states and different
engagement levels of the student.
3.3 MACHINE LEARNING MODELS USED
This section details the machine learning models used. This phase uses the previously
built image dataset from the data collection phase as an input to make predictions on the
data. The work intends to tweak the machine learning models and the supporting tools
to improve the effectiveness of the teaching/learning process in an online classroom envi-
ronment by using non-verbal cues. The experiment makes use of three machine learning
models, which also include a deep neural network. They are CNN, XGB, and a hybrid
model. The algorithms and techniques used to generate the models are explained in detail.
3.3.1 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN)
CNN is a popular model in the domain of image classification and predictions. It is
a prevalent technique for identifying patterns and objects from images. Due to this capa-
bility, various studies were held on research problems like finding patterns from various
unlabeled data sources like images, log data, and sensor signals. CNN is a deep learning
technology combined with the concept of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). A generic
CNN architecture consists of an input layer, multiple hidden layers, activation functions,
pooling layers, normalization layers, fully connected layers, and an output layer. In our
study, the role of CNN is to predict the images and provide a multi-level classification of
engagement levels as accurately as possible for the test data.
Figure 3.2 gives a standard CNN architecture presented by Murshed et al.2 in 2019
where input, convolutional, pooling, fully connected, and output layers are demonstrated.
2. M.Murshed et al., “Engagement Detection in e-Learning Environments using Convolutional Neural
Networks,” IEEE, 2019, 80–86.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of research methodology
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Figure 3.2: Sample architecture of CNN
In a CNN architecture, the convolutional layer convolutes an input image with a set
of kernels or filters and produces feature maps. Here the kernel is a sliding window that
convolutes across the input data to detect the features. Different feature maps can distin-
guish the presence of unique features at all possible locations. The formula for calculating
the spatial size of the feature map is K*((W-F+2P)/S+1), where W – the size of the input
volume, F - the receptive field size of the kernel, S – stride in use, P - the number of zero
paddings used on the border, K - the depth of the convolutional layer.
Each output of the convolutional layer is then passed through an activation layer that
uses an activation function to choose a neuron’s final value. The activation function trans-
forms the linear combination of features into non-linear features so that the neural network
can learn faster with high accuracy. The commonly used activation functions are - sigmoid,
tanh, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), etc. ReLU was used as the activation function in CNN
except for the output layer. It can be presented as f(x) = max(0,x) and applied elementwise.
Softmax activation function was used in the output layer as output classes were discrete
from each other.
The pooling layer reduces the feature map’s dimension while retaining important in-
formation. It partitions the images into overlapping or non-overlapping regions where each
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region’s spatial resolution is reduced by non-linear functions such as max pooling and
average pooling. Max pooling gives maximum value for each region as output by down-
sampling. In contrast, average pooling gives each region’s average value as output by
averaging the parameters in the pool.
The normalization layer is used to update the data values to a standard distribution
scale without deforming the data range differences. The normalized data helps to connect
the network efficiently while training the model. The dropout layer is often used as a reg-
ularizing function for data redistribution. It helps to reduce overfitting the neural network
by assigning a probability to drop off at each unit in the layer during the training phase of
the model.
The loss function was used to optimize our multi-level classification problem during
the training phase. A lower loss value significantly improves the prediction results. Sparse
categorical cross-entropy is used as our loss function where the truth labels are encoded
in integers. The model aims at reducing the loss value at every epoch, and the “adam”
optimizer was used as an optimization function.
The last convolutional layer’s feature map was flattened and passed on to one or more
fully connected layers that are then passed on to the output layer (softmax function) for
multi-level classification. Most CNN architectures use the fully connected layer before the
output layer.
The proposed CNN model from Figure 3.3 consists of seven convolutional layers with
3×3 kernel filters. In this model, we have increased the number of filters to decrease the
spatial volume of the output. The modified CNN is an inspiration from the VGG16 archi-
tecture.
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Figure 3.3: Proposed CNN architecture
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3.3.2 EXTREME GRADIENT BOOSTING ALGORITHM
Extreme Gradient Boosting or XGBoost is a decision tree-based ensemble machine
learning algorithm that uses a gradient boosting framework. Ensemble-based models are
considered to be more advanced methods until the recent development of neural network
models. Adaboost and XGBoost are the bagging subsets of ensemble methods to reduce
the models’ fundamental biases.
Figure 3.4: XGBoost process flow diagram
XGBoost algorithm was chosen due to its simpler construct and the ability to handle
complex datasets with significant accuracy, and the feasibility to add missing values within
the dataset. It can penalize complex models using L1 or L2 regularization, which will
eventually help reduce overfitting. It will improve the performance until the loss function
is as small as possible. Also, XGBoost optimizes the available disk space and makes the
best out of memory when dealing with a large dataset. Hence, this algorithm efficiently
utilizes hardware and software resources to yield desired outcomes within a shorter time.
Decision tree-based models are best in classification and prediction problems when the
dataset sizes are between small to medium. Figure 3.4 depicts the process flow of the
XGBoost algorithm, which uses k-fold cross validation where k is 3.
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3.3.3 COMPOSITE MODEL
Among the image classification problems, CNN and XGBoost algorithms performed
well on image processing and became the focus of research due to the diversity and com-
plexity of image data. Sometimes, these models fail to capture all the information from the
images. Hence, a hybrid approach was needed to use the CNN-trained features as input
to the XGBoost classifier. As we know that feature extraction is the crucial step in au-
tomating the image classification process, the quality of extracted features can efficiently
utilize the algorithm’s performance, which was time-intensive in the traditional prediction
algorithms. The overall idea is to obtain the features yielded from the dense layer of the
trained CNN model and use those features to train the XGBoost classifier. The number
of convolutional layers used for CNN is the same as in the previous model discussed in
Section 3.3.1. XGBoost classifier uses softmax function for the objective parameter.
3.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A statistical model was used on data from the machine learning model with best pre-
dictive performance. This model provides statistical correlation between the student’s at-
tentiveness level and multiple emotional states. Furthermore, this analysis was expanded to
understand the strength of predictive markers between different emotion states with respect
to the attentiveness level.
Amazon Rekognition
This research uses Amazon Rekognition, a cloud-based computer vision platform to
detect faces from images and videos. This web service returns an emotion confidence score
using a commercially available facial emotion detection API on the images by detecting fa-
cial landmarks like eye, pupil, nose, mouth, and jawline positions. Apart from emotion
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analysis, Amazon Rekognition can perform various other image operations such as label
detection, celebrity recognition, text detection, PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) detec-
tion, sunglasses detection, and facial attributes based on gender. The emotions supported
by Amazon Rekognition API are: happy, sad, anger, confused, disgusted, fear, surprised,
calm.
Figure 3.5: Workflow of Amazon Rekognition API
As shown in Figure 3.5, the test data images were fed into Amazon Rekognition API
with the help of the AWS lambda function by uploading images in the Amazon S3 bucket.
The object in the lambda function triggers an event to detect emotions in the image. Each
image uploaded to the API returns a confidence score based on the emotions detected in
the uploaded image. The confidence value ranges from 0 to 100 for all the emotions.
The results obtained from the machine learning model and the confidence score from the
Amazon Rekognition were combined to perform the statistical analysis.
Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is used to understand the relationship between two or more vari-
ables and calculate correlation coefficients between variables. The correlation coefficients
are critical in evaluating the statistical validity of our research’s null hypothesis.
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For our thesis, we performed “Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) analysis” us-
ing Statistical Product and Service Solutions (SPSS) tool to explain the relationship be-
tween one nominal dependent variable and one or more independent variables. This regres-
sion type is chosen as it allows for more than two categories of the dependent variables to
be tested. In our case, we have three categorical dependent variables – Attentive, Partially
attentive, Inattentive, and the eight independent variables (the eight emotions supported by
Amazon Rekognition API).
In this study, Attentive students are used as a control group to measure the statistical
variation in an emotional response from students with lower levels of attentiveness. Among
all the emotion states, anger is considered as a non-normal response from a student in a
typical E-learning environment. One of our research goals is to statistically test this null
hypothesis by explicitly looking for the response of the independent variable “anger.” Two
iterations of MLR analyses were performed to validate this hypothesis by including and





The development environment used for the experimental setup has the following con-
figuration:
Operating System: Windows 10 Pro
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8350U CPU @ 1.70GHz
System Memory: 16GB DDR4
GPU: Intel(R) UHD Graphics 620
4.2 METRICS USED
For evaluating the performance of the models, we used various metrics like classi-
fication report, confusion matrix, accuracy graph, loss graph and ROC-AUC graph. The
common terminologies that were used in these metrics are: TP = True Positive, TN = True
Negative, FP = False Positive, FN = False Negative. The metrics used for model evaluation
are discussed below:
• Confusion Matrix: This matrix is a table visualizing the model prediction perfor-
mance. Each entry denotes the number of predictions made by the model either
accurately or inaccurately. We used a multi-class confusion matrix for our research
problem with three predicted classes and three actual classes. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the generation of metrics TP, TN, FP, and FN in a confusion matrix for a positive
case of “Class A.”
• Accuracy & Error rate: Accuracy is the fraction of correct predictions in a sample to
the total sample size. Being the most common metric used in classification problems,
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Figure 4.1: Confusion Matrix for Multi-class classification




T P+FP+T N +FN
Error rate is the fraction of incorrect predictions in a sample to the total sample size.
The formula to calculate error rate is:
Error Rate =
FP+FN
T P+T N +FP+FN
• Precision, Recall & F1-Score: Precision gives the proportion of positive predicted




Recall gives the proportion of actual positive values that are predicted positive and





F1-score is a harmonic mean between Precision and Recall. Accuracy is used when
TP and TN are significant, and F1-score is used when FN and FP are identified as
crucial metrics. Unlike Accuracy, F1-score provides a stable measure in models with
an imbalanced dataset. It is calculated using the formula shown below:
F1− score = 2T P
2T P+FP+FN
• Micro F1, Macro F1 & Weighted average F1: Micro F1-score is the fraction of
correctly predicted samples to all samples considered for prediction. The Micro F1
metric is preferred in multi-level classification problems due to the possibility of an
imbalanced dataset in any model.
The Macro F1-score will independently compute the metrics of each class and ag-
gregate their average. It takes the unweighted mean of the measure. In contrast, the
weighted average F1-score is considered as the weighted mean of measure. F1-scores
are calculated for the number of actual instances for each class. There is a possibility
for the F1-score to not fall between Precision and Recall metrics.
4.3 MACHINE LEARNING MODULE RESULTS
In this research, the performance of all machine learning models was tested based on
metrics defined in Section 4.2. To acquire a fair outcome from all the models, we used the
same dataset. The model evaluation of each of the machine learning classifiers is discussed
below.
4.3.1 MODEL EVALUATION OUTCOME FOR CNN CLASSIFIER
We used 40 epochs with the default batch size 32 by setting the learning rate at 0.001.
In the early stopping callback function, the patience parameter was set to 15 to monitor any
validation loss within the model. ReducedLROnPlateau was used as one of the callback
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functions to lower the learning rate by a factor of 0.3 when the validation loss metric has
stopped improving. It monitors the loss quantity, and when it notices zero improvements
until patience is 5 units, the learning rate was reduced to 0.3. These numerical factors were
identified based on the empirical trial and error method. For our model, the loss function
reached saturation point on approaching 0.35 before completing the 40 epochs, and the
overall accuracy reached a maximum value of 91.4%. The metrics used to assess the CNN
model were confusion matrix, classification report, ROC-AUC graph, accuracy graph, and
loss graph. Evaluating the model efficiency based only on accuracy and loss value obtained
from the validation set could be misleading when the dataset is imbalanced between the
classes.
Precision Recall F1-score Support
Inattentive 0.95 0.95 0.95 175
Partially attentive 0.92 0.87 0.89 181
Attentive 0.84 0.90 0.87 180
micro avg 0.91 0.91 0.91 536
macro avg 0.91 0.91 0.91 536
weighted avg 0.91 0.90 0.91 536
Table 4.1: Classification report for CNN model
A classification report is a crucial metric that measures the quality of predictions for a
classification problem. It gives information about Precision, Recall, F1-scores, and Support
value for each class in the model. From Table 4.1, Precision, Recall, and F1-score for
inattentive students were observed to be marginally higher than other classes.
A confusion matrix was generated to summarize the classifications. It provides a
clear visualization of correct and incorrect predictions for each class. Figure 4.2 shows the
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confusion matrix for the CNN model, providing insight into the model’s performance with
the percentage of positive and negative predictions made by the model. By observing the
TP measure of all classes, we can confirm that approximately 91% of the validation images
were classified correctly. In contrast, the rest of all incorrect predictions stays lower than
20 students.
Figure 4.2: Confusion matrix for CNN model
The relationship between the accuracy of the training set and the validation set for
each epoch is shown in Figure 4.3. The graph demonstrates that the accuracy is increased
positively with each epoch for both training and validation sets. It is not always required to
consider the validation learning curve’s last data point with the model’s highest accuracy.
In our research at epoch 25, the highest accuracy of the model was reached.
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Figure 4.3: Accuracy graph: Training vs. Validation
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The loss function relationship between training and validation sets concerning each
epoch is shown in Figure 4.4. Per the callbacks tuned in the CNN model, the graph stops
at epoch 35 with the patience parameter at 15 as the validation loss function observed no
improvement.
Figure 4.4: Loss graph: Training vs. Validation
ROC-AUC curve in Figure 4.5 demonstrates the probability score for all three classes,
micro average and macro average. When the curves are closer to the top-left corner, it
indicates better performance, and the AUC scores give a general measure of predictive
accuracy. A closer look to the top-left corner of the ROC-AUC graph is shown in Figure
4.6.
4.3.2 MODEL EVALUATION OUTCOMES FOR XGBOOST CLASSIFIER
A three-fold cross-validation approach was used to evaluate the performance of the
XGBoost classifier. This method helps to estimate the performance of any ML classifier
with less variance. The result from this approach is a reliable estimate of the model’s
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Figure 4.5: ROC-AUC curve for CNN model
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Figure 4.6: Extended ROC-AUC curve for CNN model
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performance as the algorithm is trained and evaluated multiple times on a different data
split. The classification accuracy of the XGBoost classifier was observed at 88.06%.
Table 4.2 shows the classification report for the XGBoost classifier. This table ob-
served that Precision, Recall, and F1-scores for inattentive students were marginally higher
than other classes. Here the micro average, macro average, and weight average remained
the same.
ROC-AUC graph for XGBoost classifier is shown in Figure 4.7. It is observed that
the ROC curve for all the classes was located in the top-left corner, which proves that the
XGBoost algorithm performs well on classification.
Precision Recall F1-score Support
Inattentive 0.94 0.94 0.94 175
Partially attentive 0.88 0.84 0.86 181
Attentive 0.83 0.87 0.85 180
micro avg 0.88 0.88 0.88 536
macro avg 0.88 0.88 0.88 536
weighted avg 0.88 0.88 0.88 536
Table 4.2: Classification report for XGBoost classifier
The confusion matrix for the visualization summary of classification is shown in Fig-
ure 4.8. It’s observed that the TP measure for the model is approximately 88%, and all
incorrect predictions were found to be less than 24 students.
4.3.3 COMPOSITE MODEL AND ITS MODEL EVALUATION OUTCOMES
The composite model performed relatively better than the XGBoost model but less
than the CNN model. In the hybrid model, the trained CNN features were used for building
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Figure 4.7: ROC-AUC curve for XGBoost classifier
Figure 4.8: Confusion matrix for XGBoost model
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the XGBoost classifier. The composite model’s accuracy was observed at 90%, but the
model’s training time does not improve and is similar to the time taken to train both CNN
and XGB models. Hence, it can be concluded that no improvement was observed in the
training time of the hybrid model, but it gives better classification performance than a
regular XGBoost classifier. There is an opportunity to improve the performance of the
composite model by adding additional layers to the CNN segment of the composite model.
The classification report summarizes Precision, Recall, and F1-scores for all the classes
in Table 4.3. The confusion matrix visually represents the correct and incorrect predictions
with proportion for all the classes given in Figure 4.9. We can observe that the inaccurate
predictions of all categories are less than 20 students indicating better performance than the
XGBoost classifier.
Precision Recall F1-score Support
Inattentive 0.94 0.92 0.93 175
Partially attentive 0.92 0.88 0.90 181
Attentive 0.84 0.90 0.87 180
micro avg 0.90 0.90 0.90 536
macro avg 0.90 0.90 0.90 536
weighted avg 0.90 0.90 0.90 536
Table 4.3: Classification report for hybrid model
4.4 MULTINOMIAL LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS
The results obtained from the CNN model were compared with the confidence score
obtained from the Amazon Rekognition model. This statistical comparison was made using
MLR analysis. As it is uncommon for a student to exhibit the emotion state anger within
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Figure 4.9: Confusion matrix for hybrid model
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a classroom environment, this research tries to understand the impact of anger over other
emotional states while establishing the correlation model between emotion state and atten-
tiveness level. Therefore, two MLR analyses were performed - One analysis included all
emotion states, and the other omitted the emotion state anger.
In MLR analysis, the Likelihood ratio test examines each emotion’s overall contribu-
tion (except anger) to the correlation model. When the conventional α is at 0.05 threshold,
it is observed that emotions like calm, happy, surprised, and fear exhibit a statistically sig-










Table 4.4: Likelihood ratio tests
Note: * indicates significance <= 0.05
The Parameter estimation technique provides a deeper understanding of attentiveness
levels by indexing the base reference category as a highly attentive group and comparing the
response against inattentive and partially attentive groups. Parameter estimation including
the emotion state anger is shown in Table 4.5. The set of emotions for inattentive students
were compared against the parameters used for predicting the highly attentive students.
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As illustrated in Table 4.5, none of the emotion states exhibited a statistically significant
response in predicting inattentive students.
On comparing partially attentive students with highly attentive students using Param-
eter estimates, it was observed that the emotion states anger and sad showed a statistically
significant response. Their respective correlation coefficients were negative, indicating an
indirect correlation between partially attentive students and emotion states anger and sad.
The emotion state confused showed a near-significant statistical response with a p-value of
0.051 closer to the statistical acceptance criteria.
Precision Intercept Anger Calm Confused Disgust Fear Happy Sad Surprised
Inattentive Coefficient .456 -.012 -.006 -.011 -.012 .022 -.051 -.009 0
significance .862 .664 .814 .709 .829 .496 .197 .722 -
Partially attentive Coefficient 4.897 -.092 -.043 -.072 -.029 -.161 -.050 -.073 0
significance .160 .033* .217 .051* .586 .129 .170 .039* -
Table 4.5: Parameter estimation with emotion state anger
Note: The reference category is ‘Attentive’ and * indicates significance <= 0.05
Table 4.6 shows the parameter estimation results excluding the dataset with emotion
state anger. Based on the results from Table 4.6, it can be concluded that inattentive students
showed a statistically significant response with direct correlation to the emotion states of
fear and sad.
Also, partially attentive students showed a statistically significant response with a di-
rect correlation to the emotion states of calm, confused, and surprised.
From Table 4.6, it is evident that a statistically significant response can be achieved
with different emotion states for inattentive and partially attentive students by controlling
the emotion variable at anger. Also, the emotion state surprised showed a statistically
significant response in the second MLR analysis which was confounded in the first MLR
analysis by the emotion state anger.
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Precision Intercept Calm Confused Disgust Fear Happy Sad Surprised
Inattentive Coefficient -.786 .006 .002 .000 .035 -.039 .003 .012
significance .456 .575 .893 1.000 .051* .201 .048* .664
Partially attentive Coefficient -4.316 .049 .020 .063 -.069 .042 .019 .092
significance .061 .037* .045* .204 .411 .0.88 .461 .033*
Table 4.6: Parameter estimation without emotion state anger
Note: The reference category is ‘Attentive’ and * indicates significance <= 0.05
4.5 RESULT DISCUSSION
In this research, different machine learning models were tested for efficiency and accu-
racy in predicting student’s engagement levels. A balanced dataset was used in evaluating
all the machine learning models. Based on the performance metrics, it can be concluded
that the deep learning CNN model outperforms both the XGB model and the hybrid model.
Comparing the latter two models, the hybrid model edges over the traditional XGB model
as it utilizes the input features from the trained CNN model. Despite exhibiting better ac-
curacy, the hybrid model experiences a higher training time. The XGB model generated
the highest proportion of incorrect classification compared to the other models. It can be
further summarized that the CNN model yielded the best performance in all metrics with
the highest accuracy of 91.4%.
The results from the CNN model were then combined with the emotion confidence pa-
rameters generated from the Amazon Rekognition tool to develop the statistical correlation
model between engagement levels and emotional states. Results from the statistical anal-
ysis showed the confounding effect of emotion state anger onto emotion state surprised.
This confounding effect could be due to the shared facial feature responses like raised eye-
brows, mouth lines, and wrinkled nose exhibited during the emotion states anger, surprised
and neutral face as substantiated by Artemisa et al. (2020). Including the emotion state
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anger in the MLR analysis yields a predominantly negative correlation between different
emotional states and student engagement levels. In contrast, the MLR analysis without
emotion state anger exhibits a combination of both positive and negative correlation. This
statistically confirms the negative confounding effect of the emotion state anger on other
emotion states while predicting the student’s engagement levels. It is concluded from the
MLR analysis that the emotion states calm, happy, surprised, and fear were significant pre-
diction markers to identify any category of student engagement levels. The emotion states
fear and sad were directly correlated to predict inattentive students, whereas emotion states




The findings of this research contribute to a better online learning environment by
helping instructors accurately identify inattentive and partially attentive students. It en-
ables the instructors to guide the students in need, consequently leading to a better learn-
ing experience. Our work evaluated three machine learning models to measure student’s
engagement levels based on their emotions. The research framework used in this study
identified the CNN model as the suitable machine learning model to gauge a student’s
attentiveness based on their emotion state with the prediction accuracy of 91.4%. This re-
search also tested the impact of emotion state anger on the relationship between emotion
states and student’s engagement levels. Understanding the confounding effect of anger on
other emotion states helped us statistically identify critical emotions exhibited by inatten-
tive and partially attentive students. With the results from this study, we can conclude that
the deep learning CNN model provides a reliable and accurate platform to gauge multiple




This research work can further be expanded in many possible avenues. For future
research, the CNN model can be updated to utilize computing resource-intensive archi-
tectures like VGG16, VGG19, and ResNet, which would further improve the prediction
accuracy of the machine learning model.
This research can be developed by adopting a broader spectrum of engagement levels
to gain a granular understanding of student’s attention levels with facial emotions. Addi-
tionally, the research framework can be improved by including a web-based application to
convert livestream video files into images, which would provide a real time data-feed into
the prediction model. A student survey can be added to the end of every online session to
generate a user-driven feedback data point to improve and validate the prediction metrics
of the machine learning models.
Another direction of the project is to perform auto-labeling of the images instead of
manual labeling. Once the correlation and the significance between the emotions and the
engagement levels is meticulously identified, the cloud-based software can act as an AI
expert in the labeling process. This method is helpful in handling large-scale datasets.
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